INTRODUCING AN EXCITING NEW PROJECT

The Video Bible Book

EXODUS

THE REVELATION OF GOD’S PLAN FOR MANKIND

EXCITING NEWS

And just in time for the Feast of Weeks

I’m excited to announce our newest and possibly the most important project we have ever undertaken: our very first “Video Bible Book.” For many years we have striven to bring you inspirational PowerPoint sermons and Bible Study messages through DVD’s that visualize the Bible in ways that words alone are not able to convey. Thanks to the support of all of you and the help of the volunteers here in New Orleans, we have been blessed to completely restructure our studios giving us fresh and new ways of creating these videos and new projects we want to tackle. Additionally, the newly developed studios save us countless hours of time in set up, lighting, and post editing, which will free us to produce more messages and programs.

When we look at the Bible, we see how God vividly describes many of the stories He has recorded for us as if He were painting a picture. We see this through His prophets, apostles and the men of old, giving us picturesque stories as if they were written from a painter’s pallet like Rev 4:6-11.

“And before the throne there was a sea of glass like unto crystal: and in the midst of the throne, and round about the throne, were four beasts full of eyes before and behind. And the first beast was like a lion, and the second beast like a calf, and the third beast had a face as a man, and the fourth beast was like a flying eagle. And the four beasts had each of them six wings about him; and they were full of eyes within: and they rest not day and night, saying, Holy, holy, holy, LORD God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come. And when those beasts give glory and honor and thanks to Him that sat on the throne, who lives for ever and ever, The four and twenty elders fall down before Him that sat on the throne, and worship Him that lives for ever and ever, and cast their crowns before the throne, saying, Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honor and power: for thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure they are and were created.”

This is just one spot. Look at God describing Ezekiel’s Chariot or Daniel’s Beasts. The story with which we begin our first Video Bible Book is the story of the Exodus. When I think of the Exodus, I think of the Ten Commandments and my mind still goes back to my youth with Charlton Heston leading the Israelites through the sea. What comes to your mind?

This year as I was preparing to bring a sermon / Bible Study message for the Passover Season, I was reminded of God’s instructions in Matt 24:45; “Who then is a faithful and wise servant, whom his lord hath made ruler over his household, to give them meat in due season?”

I wanted to rework in our new studies, what I considered one of the most exciting studies of my years in the church. It is the Exodus and the Passover of Israel. The problem was the massive amounts of information gathered for over forty years. There were so many aspects that I wanted to tell that I didn’t know where to begin. After days of reworking the
beginning, I stopped and asked myself; if I were writing a book where would I begin? Then I realized this subject is way too large for two sermons, even three or four sermons. This is when the concept of the “Video Bible Book” came about. I could tell the story chapter by chapter and subject by subject. This way each piece of the puzzles is no longer locked into a single sermon or time constraint. It could flow according to the need of the subject, not according to the time of a message. It allows me to create the most comprehensive, thorough, and vivid study / sermon DVD Video that we have ever produced. Just imagine this is just one of literally thousands of subjects God has given us through His Holy Word that we can work on.

This is the first of what we hope will be many, many video books covering vital subjects that will bring to life God’s Word. It will help make clear to brand new called out ones, “Babes in Christ,” while effectively enriching and magnifying the understanding that Gods people already understand and have studied for years.

On April 16, I delivered the very first part. Just like reading a book; I began with “The Introduction to the Exodus.” Following the message several new people in our congregation (Keeping the Holy Days for the first time) came to me excitingly expressing that they had never heard these things, and how plain it was for them to understand. Even those who have been attending for years were actually quite engaged and excited. They told me they learned a lot from it and wanted to know when the next part would be.

From the response I received, I believe that God has led us to create one of the most exciting, engaging, challenging, and what I believe will be the most prolific way of reaching brand new people being called to the truth. Finally, we are hoping that through this method, that others in your families and circle of friends will find these videos enlightening and informative.

Send for your copy of the first part of this new series and continue to receive them as they are developed.

In Jesus name,

Tom Kerry
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